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In the real world there are challenging situations that demand multi-output regression to 
estimate or predict the multiple outcomes from a given set of datapoints. A characteristic of such 
a problem is that the outputs are dependent on independent variables but also on each other, 
increasing complexity of the modelling exercise. Some suggest that in the machine learning 
parlance such a problem can be approached by modelling each outcome separately. This author 
tried and presented paper based on method of separate modelling in one of the conferences this 
year. One of the conference attendee suggested the structured equation modelling. Continuation 
on machine learning path I decided to explore multi-out regressors offered by various sources. 
Zhen et al. (2016) have offered a supervised descriptor learning (SDL) algorithm for multi-out 
regression claiming that it improves performance significantly in various applications. Baigaite et 
al. (2020) show the ability to model multi output regression with high accuracy for global 
vegetation even with incomplete data. 
Getting some clues from the research papers and articles I worked on multiple methods to 
confirm the method to improve the accuracy. I worked on following two datasets: 
1. I had gathered data through an agility survey of multiple companies operating in India. 
This is about modelling the operational agility and strategic agility as two target variables 
based on 24 features with 153 datapoints.  
2. I also used ‘Energy efficiency dataset’ from UCI machine learning library with 768 
datapoints and heating and cooling load as two outcomes  
Scikit Learn offers multi target regression in python that allows to estimate multiple outcomes 
simultaneously. Also Keras offers facilities to model a neural network for multiple continuous 
outputs. It was interesting to see that in the energy efficiency dataset the MuitiOutRegressor 
modelled with r2 as 0.89, however predictions using this model did not seem to be to be right.   
I propose to model both datasets viz. my own agility dataset and the Energy Efficiency dataset 
using multiple multiout regression algorithms available in sklearn and in keras. Since the datasets 
are not large enough I will be using k-fold validation for training and testing. 
I would like to find the algorithm that will work in all situations and context, producing reliable 
result.  
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